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By Kelly McCullough

Penguin Putnam Inc, United States, 2009. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. Computer savvy sorcerer Ravirn learns that not every world is user friendly in this
WebMage novel from Kelly McCullough. In the 21st century, magic has advanced with the times and
gone digital. Ravirn--umpteenth great-grandson of one of the three Fates--is a talented sorcerer, a
computer hacker extraordinaire, and in the process of becoming a minor demi-god. His best friend
and familiar is both a goblin and a laptop, changing shape from one to the other as needed. While
repairing Necessity (the badly-broken sentient computer that runs the multiverse), Ravirn is thrown
into a very different place, a parallel world where the Greek gods are only myths. This strange realm
is ruled by the Norse pantheon of gods--Odin, Thor, and other fun-loving brutes--and their magic
uses a completely different operating system. A system that Ravirn will have to hack if he ever
wants to get out of Asgard alive.
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Good e-book and beneficial one. it absolutely was writtern quite flawlessly and beneficial. I am delighted to explain how this is basically the very best
ebook i have read through within my very own daily life and may be he greatest ebook for at any time.
-- Prof. Leonardo Parker-- Prof. Leonardo Parker

Extensive manual for pdf fanatics. This can be for all who statte there was not a well worth looking at. I am pleased to tell you that this is basically the very
best pdf i have go through inside my individual existence and might be he finest ebook for at any time.
-- Dorian Roob-- Dorian Roob
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